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Special Highlight

Special Highlight

The new series by bestselling
author Katja Brandis:

Three reasons why you should take a
closer look at this new series:
> Katja Brandis has created an original world brimming with fantastic details

Dragon Detective Scaly investigates

> Scaly and his side-kicks have a great sense of humour
> Fréderic Bertrand’s illustrations capture the character’s wit perfectly

Volume 1: It gets wild in the colourful magic forest!
> A funny fantastic mystery with an endearing
trio of detectives
> A dream team: successful author Katja Brandis
and illustrator Fréderic Bertrand
> Captivating and funny

English
sample
translation
available

> Volume 2 will be published in Autumn 2022
Scaly loves bubble baths, lava lemonade – and criminal cases. He is a dragon detective and
always on the scene when something strange happens in his hometown Wormstead. When
a crying unicorn appears in his headquartes and tells him a story about a dangerous magical
rubbish heap, Scaly does not have to be asked twice: Together with
his friends, the cool cat Greywacke and the feisty elf Jessamy, he
eagerly starts investigating the case. In the depths of the
magic forest, an unbelievable adventure awaits them …

AUTHOR

ILLUSTRATOR

Katja Brandis was born in 1970; she studied English, American and German language and literature and worked as a
journalist. She has been writing since her childhood and
has published many stories, novels, and non-fiction books
for young readers, the bestselling series “Woodwalkers” and
“Seawalkers”, among others. She lives with her husband,
son, and three cats near Munich.

Fréderic Bertrand studied Illustration, Animation, Monsterology
and Beverage Sciences at the University of the Arts Bremen.
He has been working on children’s books in his lab in Berlin for
a while now.
© Fréderic Bertrand

© Petra Haidn

The start of a new children’s books series by
Katja Brandis (“Woodwalkers”/“Seawalkers”)
with many illustrations by Fréderic Bertrand
(“Please do not open!”-series). Fantastical,
funny, super exciting and a great read!

Katja Brandis (text)
Fréderic Bertrand (illustrations)

Dragon Detective Scaly –
Chaos in the Magic Forest – Vol. 1
(978-3-7373-4253-7)
Hardcover
176 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +
All rights available
English synopsis available
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Board book

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
It is a new year, and it has brought with it a new season of books! Feel very much
invited to take a closer look at our best recommendations.
In picture book, WHO‘S NEXT? (page 13) stands out with its fresh and modern illustrations (and a very
clever hen doctor!).
As for new children’s fiction, there are many truly delightful things:
First of all, our new highlight DRAGON DETECTIVE SCALY (pages 2/3) has all the ingredients of a
bestselling series: great characters, an exciting story, and hilarious illustrations. And BEAR IN THE
UNIVERSE (page 15), originally an award-winning play, manages to present the topic of climate change
in such a funny, poetic, and heart-warming way that it will surely become an absolute favourite.
MY SMALL-TOWN LIFE (page 27) should not be missed, either: The move of a rallying teenager from
the city to the countryside is a change the author Silke Antelmann describes in the most hilarious way.

An amazingly
big animal show!

> More than 160 premium pictures;
an extensive animal picture
dictionary in especially big format
> Including search tasks, little riddles, and age-appropriate facts

In YA, you can expect thrills and chills: THREE-QUARTERS DEAD (page 34) is a dark story that will
make you hold your breath while turning the pages; while the SIGNS OF MAGIC trilogy (page 33) offers
a fantastic journey that will keep everyone reading long after bed-time.

Inlcudes the following seven topics:

This is not all, however: we hope you will enjoy browsing for more picture books and engaging novels,
and to be reintroduced to our favourite characters.

• Stripes and spots:

• Very big and really tiny:

How big are the animals?
What pattern is on the animal?

• Trunks, ears, and animal bums:
What belongs together?

With kindest wishes, your FISCHER Foreign Rights team in children’s books:

Ulrike Blank (ulrike.blank@fischerverlage.de)
Esther Mallm (esther.mallm@fischerverlage.de)
Ilka Wesche (ilka.wesche@fischerverlage.de)

• Well-camouflaged means well-hidden:
What animal do you see here?

• Red, yellow, green, and blue:

Which animals are colourful?

Look inside the book

• Cute animal babies:

Who belongs together?

• Meow and woof-woof – animal sounds:
Who makes which sound?
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Special Highlight Children’s fiction
Do You Know?
The Big Animal
Picture Dictionary

5 – 10 Board book

(978-3-7373-3491-4)
Board book
16 pp., 25.8 × 38.0 cm
Ages 18 months +

Rights sold: Danish, Swedish

10 – 13 Picture book
FURTHER TITLES:

14 – 30 Children’s fiction

31 – 34 YA

35

Non-fiction

More picture dictionaries in small format –
with many more topics available!
Do you know?
Vehicles

Do you know?
First Words

Do you know?
Your Body

(978-3-7373-3464-8)
Board book
28 pp., 12.0 × 15.0 cm
Ages 12 months +

(978-3-7373-3466-2)
Board book
28 pp., 12.0 × 15.0 cm
Ages 12 months +

(978-3-7373-3070-1)
Board book
28 pp., 12.0 × 15.0 cm
Ages 12 months +

Rights sold:
Estonian

Rights sold:
Czech, Estonian,
Slovak

Rights sold:
Czech, Estonian,
Slovak

Board book

Board book

Our Foreign Rights
Bestsellers:
Colourful Board Books
by Nastja Holtfreter
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Here everyone
starts to move!
> Clapping, blowing, tiptoeing, listening,
waving, or hiding – what can we do
together?
> Funny, animating rhymes combine
movement and language in an ideal way
> Promotion of motor skills, sense of
language, and body perception

And what kind
of work do you do?

> Brightly coloured pictures and scenes
> Three animal books and one with
everyday scenes
> Sold into many languages

> A different kind of day care story
> Offers sneak peeks into the
working world of adults
> Opens conversations between
children and parents
Nastja Holtfreter
(text and illustrations)

Nastja Holtfreter
(text and illustrations)

Small Like
a Beetle,
Tall Like
a Giraffe

My Colourful
Animal Atlas –
Where Do Tiger,
Bear and
Elephant Live?

(978-3-7373-5410-3)
Board book
16 pp., 23.5 × 31.5 cm
Ages 2 +

(978-3-7373-5664-0)
Board book
16 pp., 23.5 × 31.5 cm
Ages 2 +

Rights sold:
Danish, Dutch,
English (World),
Finnish, French,
Italian, Polish,
Spanish, Turkish

Lara and Elias are always very busy at day care: exchanging
breakfast snacks, treating injured soft toys, and building
the highest towers. But what are Mum and Dad doing while the
children are so busy – are they bored?
This small board book shows that Lara’s Mum is also building
high towers and that her Dad does not treat toys but people.

Nastja Holtfreter
(text and illustrations)

Blue as a Berry
and Yellow as
a Bee –
My Bright Book
of Colours
(978-3-7373-5550-6)
Board book
16 pp., 23.5 × 31.5 cm
Ages 2 +
Rights sold:
Danish, Dutch, Finnish,
French, Italian, Luxembourgian, Spanish

Nastja Holtfreter
(text and illustrations)

My Multicoloured
World of Words –
The Picture Book
of Everything

AUTHOR

(978-3-7373-5855-2)
Board book
16 pp., 23.5 × 31.5 cm
Ages 2 +
Rights sold:
Danish, Dutch, Spanish

Jutta Wilke, born 1963,
has been a ferocious
reader since being a
child. Originally, she
wanted to become a
journalist but worked
as a lawyer instead.
After 12 years of this,
however, she started
what she enjoys doing
the most: writing
children’s books.

AUTHOR

Jutta Wilke (text)
E. Livanios (illlustra.)

I’m at Day
Care – What
Do Mum and
Dad Do?

(978-3-7373-5904-7)
Board book
16 pp., 18.0 × 18.0 cm
Ages 2 +
All rights available

© Atelier Schlieper

Rights sold:
Danish, English (world),
Finnish, Luxembourgian,
Swedish, Turkish

© private
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Carla Häfner was born
in Braunschweig in 1978
and studied medicine
in Göttingen, Boston
and Ulm. Today she
lives with her husband
and three children in
Neu-Ulm and works as
a doctor and author.

Carla Häfner (text)
K. Bußhoff (illlustra.)

Give a Wave
and Join in,
Too!

(978-3-7373-3463-1)
Board book
16 pp., 18.0 × 18.0 cm
Ages 18 months +
All rights available
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Board book

Board book & Activity Pad

Lovely
Stories
about
Friendship

Preschool Pad
> A colourful riddle on every page
> 96 pages of preschool fun
42

Zählen
und schreibe
Zähle die Tierkinder
in das Kästchen.

die Zahl

Board Book
with Lieselotte
> Funny rhymes for the youngest fans
of Lieselotte
> Learning to count from 1 to 10
> Springtime book

> Helping each other
makes everyone happy
> Warm-hearted

ILLUSTRATOR

© Lutz Grimm

Sandra Grimm
lives in northern
Germany and
has been writing
books for small
and bigger
readers for many
years.

© Anke Fröhlich

AUTHOR

Little Hedgehog loves splashing around in the pond. It would
be so much more fun together with others but he never really
fits in when mice and squirrels play together in the forest. Then
the little hedgehog has an idea. He shows the others what he
can do best – rolling around in the leaves. Everyone wants to join
him for that and, together, they have a lot of fun!

Anke Fröhlich,
born 1978 in
Suhl, studied
communication design in
Halle and lives
and works
as a freelance
illustrator in
Leipzig.

Sandra Grimm (text)
Anke Fröhlich (illlustrations)

Sandra Grimm (text)
Anke Fröhlich (illlustrations)

(978-3-7373-3263-7)
Board book
16 pp., 18.0 × 18.0 cm
Ages 2 +

(978-3-7373-5767-8)
Board book
16 pp., 18.0 × 18.0 cm
Ages 2 +

All rights available

All rights available

Little Bumblebee
Learns How to Share

Little Hedgehog
Finds Friends

© Frischmuth/Packwitz

Little Bumblebee happily buzzes over the field of flowers and
let’s itself – flop! – drop onto the most beautiful and softest
blossom. So cosy! In the evening, Cricket and Bee are looking
for a place to sleep, too. Will Bumblebee offer its new friends
a spot?

Together with Lieselotte and her animal friends children
aged 4 years and older can practise writing, calculating,
drawing – and solve some riddles. In a colourful mix, this pad
includes colouring pictures of Lieselotte and many tasks.
The perfect activities for all fans of Lieselotte and preschool
children!

It’s finally spring, and Lieselotte enjoys it so much! Meanwhile,
there is some counting to do: Three butterflies flutter happily
over the meadow, the farm animals let four paper boats sail
along the stream, and seven cheeky chicks are wildly hopping
about. But what is the farmer doing with the eggs?

AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR

Alexander Steffensmeier
(text and illustrations)

Alexander Steffensmeier was born
in 1977. He studied illustration at the
design department of the Münster
School of Arts and began working as
a freelance illustrator during his
studies. His picture book series featuring the cow Lieselotte is one of the
most successful picture book series’
by a German author and has been
translated into over 20 languages.
He has his own blog:
www.alexandersteffensmeier.de

Alexander Steffensmeier
(text and illustrations)

My Funny
Lieselotte
Join-In Pad

Lieselotte Is
Looking Forward
to Spring

(978-3-7373-5920-7)
Pad
96 pp., 14.8 × 21.0cm
Ages 4 +

(978-3-7373-5919-1)
Board Book
22 pp., 18.0 × 18.0cm
Ages 2 +

All rights available

Rights sold:
Catalan, Danish,
Spanish
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Board book & Picture book

Picture book

11
ken
komolch mit Haferflec
Er macht sich Scho
mit Erdnassecken.
und Heidelbärgelee

Rosie Mariposy –
Another picture
and all her emotions! book story with
> The first board book with the picture
Rosie Mariposy
book heroine Rosie Mariposy

> Emotions made understandable for
the youngest
> Cute rhymes for the most affectionate
moments between parents and child

> A plea for diversity and solidarity

A completely
crazy day!

> Rosie helps her friends to stop arguing

> Joyful wordplays
> Picture book fun with illustrations
by Barbara Scholz
> Creative way of language promotion

“Mr. Cheesesea wakes up, it’s half none
and sunshine is shining through the
wendow. “Today is Wadnesday”, Mr.
Cheesesea thinks. “That’s grate, today
I have my tray off!” For breakfast, he has
chocolate molk and oatmeat. Quickly,
he puts on the snookers – “don’t forget the
glove.”
And this is how it begins, the completely
crazy trip of Mr. Cheesesea to his Mimi.
It’s no surprise that he meets rustlesnakes
and mashrooms on his way through the
woulds. After all, it’s Wadnesday, the 35th
of Meow …

FURTHER TITLE:

© Chris Fugel

Stefanie Hahn lives and works in
Berlin. She is a freelance product
developer and producer of toys and
children’s books. “Rosie Mariposy”
is a project very close to her heart.

Stefanie Hahn (text)
Wiebke Rauers (illustrations)

Stefanie Hahn (text)
Wiebke Rauers (illustrations)

(978-3-7373-5907-8)
Board book
16 pp., 18.0 × 18.0 cm
Ages 2 +

(978-3-7373-5892-7)
Hardcover
32 pp., 23.0 × 30.0 cm
Ages 4 +

All rights available

All rights
available

Rosie Mariposy –
You Are My Favourite
Emotion!

Welcome to the family:
Chameleon Ottilie
(978-3-7373-5455-4)
Hardcover
32 pp., 28.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 4 +
Rights sold: Slovak

AUTHOR

Rosie Mariposy –
Together We
Are Colourful

ILLUSTRATOR
Andrea Schomburg
was born in Cairo and
grew up in Germany.
She has been writing
poems for as long as
she can remember. A
first poetry collection
was published in 2007
and more followed.
Andrea Schomburg
lives in Hamburg.

© Antje Siemon

AUTHOR

A. Schomburg (text) / B. Scholz (illustrations)

© Agnieszka Kosakowska

Rosie is happy, sometimes sad, at times even angry or feeling
terrible! That’s what it’s like with emotions – so it’s all the more
important to have a favourite person you can always count on.
Someone who gives you courage, who is ready for any mischief,
and who is always there to comfort and cuddle you.
An ideal present for children, parents, siblings and friends.

In the magic forest where Rosie Mariposy lives, everyone is
celebrating the Meadow’s Fair today and all are busy decorating.
“Wait, stop. Blue? No way! The garlands will have to be yellow,
as always!” the cow moos. The ladybug wants everything to be
red, and the frog only wants green. What about pink? Rosie asks
herself. And soon, there is a big fight going on: Each one of the
animals only wants their favourite colour. But you can only have
a happy celebration all together, Rosie thinks, and, together
with her friend Bo, has a great idea. Because: Be it red, blue,
green, or yellow – only a world full of all the colours is beautiful!

Barbara Scholz, born
in Herford in 1969,
studied Graphic Design at the University
of Applied Sciences in
Muenster. Since 1999,
she has been working
as a freelance illustrator for different
children’s books publishers.

Andrea Schomburg (text)
Barbara Scholz (illustrations)

Wadnesday, the 35th of Meow –
The Troublesum Creekroomday
(978-3-7373-5771-5)
Hardcover
32 pp., 28.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 4 +
All rights available
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Picture book

Picture book

Next, please!

Even the strongest
hero wants to cuddle
sometimes

Ready,
steady … snore!
> Truly funny:
falling asleep as a challenge
> A different bedtime story

13

> Brimming with humour and creativity
> Important family topic: doctor’s visit

> Text in rhymes for little superheroes
> A cheerful bedtime story

> By bestselling author Daniel Napp
In the waiting room of Dr. Chicken there
is a lot going on. Mr. Bear has eaten too
much cream cake and his tummy is aching
sooo much. Surely, the anti-rumble drops
in the medicine cabinet will help.
Ms. Giraffe has been driving around in
her convertible all day long. Now, she has
a sore throat. Dr. Chicken’s diagnosis is
clear: convertibloccal infection. Lots of
warmth is the only thing that helps with
that. Dr. Chicken has the right medicine
for each of her patients: even the lovesick
hedgehog who definitely needs a set of
glasses, because thanks to her poor sight,
she has fallen for a wooden brush …
A highly amusing picture book story by
a talented new illustrator.

RUMPEL
PUPS

GRU

sich nach
Eindeutig , das hört
BauchGrumme ln an. Gegen
etwas
grumme ln habe ich
chrank.
in meinem Medizins

The strongest man of the world is really strong! He can uproot
trees, bite through iron, and knock over mountains. Or drink up
entire oceans, turn away fiery dragons, and set a world record
in running. And he can do so much more. He is a real superhero.

An exciting and humorously illustrated bedtime story which
will challenge every child to fall asleep as quickly as possible.

But there is one thing he can’t do. Not at all! And that is falling
asleep without his cuddly toy. Surely, he has that problem in
common with many other little strong heroes out there …

AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR

AUTHOR

Daniel Napp

The Animal
World Championship of
Falling Asleep
(978-3-7373-5769-2)
Hardcover
32 pp., 28.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 4 +
Rights sold:
Danish, English
(North America)

L

Michael Augustin was
born in Lübeck in
1953 and studied Irish
Literature and Folklore
in Kiel and Dublin.
His poems and short
prose as well as poetry
for children are internationally known. He
lives in Bremen.

GRUMMEL

Oh, das tut gut.
BLUBB

HICKS
Die Nächste,
bitte!

AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR

M. Augustin (text)
S. Kranz (illlustrations)

Ninette Sarnes (text and illustrations)
Ninette Sarnes, born 1984 in Bamberg, studied Communication
Design in Nuremberg and worked for different advertising
agencies. In 2011, she created her own fashion label: LUFT UND
LIEBE. Ninette Sarnes has always liked telling stories. The picture
book “Who‘s Next?” is her first one. She lives with her son near
Regensburg.

Here Comes
the Strongest
Man of the
World

(978-3-7373-5782-1)
Hardcover
32 pp., 23.0 × 30.0 cm
Ages 4 +
Rights sold: Danish

BRUMM

GLUCKS

ZISCH

© private

Daniel Napp, born in
1974, studied graphic
design in Münster. He
received several awards
during his studies
already. He works as
a freelance author and
illustrator and has published several children’s
books.

MME

hören,
Dann will ich mal
so erzählt.
was mir Ihr Bauch

© private

© Susanna Wengeler

Five animal heroes are getting ready for this year’s World Championship of Falling Asleep! They have to undergo the following
tests: who manages to fall asleep fastest despite unbearably
loud construction noises, freezing cold temperatures, during a
rollercoaster ride or in the deepest and scariest darkness of
a cave? The different rounds of the competition are really challenging. But each sleeping athlete has their own tricks and,
in the end, the snoring referee Heinz Eber can announce the new
world champion.

Who‘s Next?

(978-3-7373-5854-5)
Hardcover
40 pp., 28.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 4 +
All rights available
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Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction

Family story
to read aloud

The last polar
bear is looking
for a friend

> Important topic:
jealousy, dealt with in an entertaining story
> Four-colour illustrations by Dorothee Mahnkopf

15

> Deals with the topics
protection of species and climate change
> Four-colour illustrations by Horst Hellmeier

Visitors in the rabbit hole! The little rabbit
Josch is thrilled because he is looking
forward to his new playmates. But it does
not take long until the two guests, Lilli
and Putt, thoroughly annoy him. It turns
out that they always behave perfectly and
soon win over all the adults. Even his own
mother has eyes only for Lilli and Putt.
Luckily, Josch’s friend, the little bee, has
an idea: Together with the squirrel Chip,
they will show the animals how boring
it gets when everyone is on their best behaviour all the time!

> For children aged 5 +

The ice sheet is melting away while the
little polar bear Benny is still sitting on
it. He starts his search for a new home –
and for a friend with whom he can have
a family. Otherwise, he fears, his species
will become extinct. Benny finds a friend
in Polly, the chicken, but although she is
a really good friend, she simply refuses to
marry and have young ones with him.
So he places a lonely-hearts ad and meets
with other, very nice animals: but neither
the giraffe Anni, nor the whale Ute are the
right fit for him. Ute can hold her breath
much longer than he can, and it’s simply
too hot for him where Anni lives … But
then Benny gets mail from Isabella, and
he dares to become hopeful once more.

A funny and warm-hearted story that
shows you don’t have to work hard to be
loved but that you are always perfect, just
the way you are.
FURTHER TITLE:
A. Moser (text)
D. Mahnkopf (illustrations)

The Little Bee,
or How the
Courageous
Don‘t Have to
Fear Anything

ILLUSTRATOR

© Elena Busshoff

© private

Annette Moser, born
in Hamburg, worked
as an editor for many
years before launching
herself into a new
career as a writer of
children’s books.

Dorothee Mahnkopf,
born in Berlin, is working as a freelance
illustrator. Her work
features in children’s
and school books,
daily newspapers and
magazines.

(978-3-7373-5738-8)
Hardcover
128 pp., 17.0 × 24.0 cm
Ages 5 +

AUTHOR

Annette Moser (text)
Dorothee Mahnkopf (illustrations)

The Little Rabbit, or Nobody
Is As Amazing As You
(978-3-7373-5886-6)
Hardcover
128 pp., 17.0 × 24.0 cm
Ages 5 +
All rights available

© Alexander Paul Englert

AUTHOR

Originally a play that has been performed
in Germany and abroad: “The Bear and
the Universe” is a little masterpiece that
treats the most pressing topic of our times
in a playful manner.

ILLUSTRATOR
Dea Loher is a writer
of prose and one of
the most important
contemporary dramatists in the German
language. She has
been awarded
numerous prizes for
her dramatic work.
“The Bear and the
Universe” is her first
novel for children.

© Horst Hellmeier

Rights sold: Finnish

English
sample
translation
available

Horst Hellmeier is an
Austrian illustrator
and comic artist. He
illustrates books of all
kinds, preferably with
a cup of tea at his side
and while listening to
good music. When he
is not drawing for a
book project, he is taking walks through
the woods.

Dea Loher (text)
Horst Hellmeier (illustrations)

The Bear and the Universe
(978-3-7373-5939-9)
Hardcover
96 pp., 17.0 × 24.0 cm
Ages 5 +
All rights available
English synopsis
available

Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction

The longselling series
for girls aged 6 +
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Ich kann mich auf
Dummes, Spätzchen.
»Und mach nichts
nicht recht zu sein,
Mama scheint es gar
dich verlassen, ja?«
sie nur, wenn sie
sagt
hen
Spätzc
, denn
m
Malou allein zu lassen
es gar nicht schlim
Malou aber findet
sich Sorgen macht.
ßlich ist sie kein
en aufregend. Schlie
und ein kleines bissch
ahnt Mama das
ist sie auch nicht. Nur
allein
Und
die
mehr.
Baby
Kuss, bevor
mt Malou noch einen
ja nicht. Schnell bekom
klick-klack-klick,
Sie hört, klick-klackTür ins Schloss fällt.
ckern. Kaum ist
die Treppe hinunterkla
wie Mamas Schuhe
und öffnet die
Küche
die
in
mmt, läuft sie
das Geräusch verstu
sie.
er. »Bist du da?«, flüstert
Tür zur Speisekamm
aus Island, das
t es hinter dem Müsli
säusel
h«,
Besuc
h,
»Ahh
so später Stunde? Da
nd essen mag. »Zu
noch immer niema
hen längst im Bett.«
sind doch kleine Mädc
Papa muss noch arund
,
mlung
versam
»Mama ist zur Eltern
e.«
ibeiten. Ich bin allein
einsame kleine Hopp
also mal wieder die
»Darum kannst du
hmal auch gute,
ert die Fee, die manc
polla besuchen«, jamm
Küchentisch.
den
auf
Regal
und hüpft vom
bei dir bedanken,
rdem will ich mich
»Ja«, sagt Malou. »Auße
«
flöte mehr spielen muss.
weil ich nun keine Block
gen wirken?«
, dass die Beschwörun
»Hab ich nicht gesagt
in die Hüften. »Dann
ipolla ihre Hände
Hopp
t
stemm
Stolz
In Island machen das
kleine Party geben.
kannst du jetzt eine
mal wieder aus
ihre gute Fee ihnen
die Leute ständig, wenn
hat.«
der Patsche geholfen

Quite cheeky,
this fairy!

More than

250,000

copies sold in
this series

h Danke sage?«
es nicht, dass ich einfac
»Eine Party? Reicht
nicht reicht das.«
»Neeee, ganz und gar
denn das gehen?«
nur zu zweit. Wie soll
»Aber wir sind doch
nderisch, leg
erfi
Dank macht dich
»In Island sagt man:
kammer
Tisch, was in der Speise
einfach alles auf den
, flunkert
ee auch kein’ Mist!«
Hausf
die
baut
ist, dann
Hoppipolla.
die
»Was heißt: Dann baut
«,
Hausfee auch kein’ Mist?
er. Sie
fragt Malou unsich
findet, dass der letzte
been
bissch
Satz ein
unruhigend klingt.

Hausfee
Ich bin jetzt deine
»Das heißt soviel wie:
und du mich imr genug zu essen habe
und wenn ich imme
nicht …« Während
ist alles gut. Wenn
mer schön besuchst,
dose, die ein
Butter
Hoppipolla an die
sie spricht, lehnt sich
dabei gegen die
kante hin rutscht und
pla!«,
Stück weit zur Tisch
hlich kippelt. »Hop
bedro
jetzt
die
Blumenvase stößt,
Vase auf, kurz bevor
fängt geschickt die
ruft Hoppipolla und
sie vom Tisch fällt.

> A girl who can talk to animals

> Great reading aloud fun

> 80 pages, fully illustrated in colour

> Fairy magic as a confidence
booster: a fairy helps a little girl to overcome her fears
> With four-colour illustrations by Maja Bohn

> Volume 15 in the bestselling series

A vibrant and captivating adventure in
the popular bestselling series.
Und als hätte Hoppipolla Malous Gedanken gelesen, steht wie
durch Zauberhand auch schon der Kochtopf auf der Herdplatte und das Öl auf dem Tisch. Malou zieht sich die Fußbank an den Herd, dreht am Knopf und dann … zuerst das
Öl in den Topf, danach die Maiskörner. Deckel wieder drauf.
»Wir machen Hoppipoppikorn. Juhuuuu!«, ruft Hoppipolla
und klatscht in die Hände. Zusammen starren die beiden auf
den Topf und warten. Vor Aufregung tanzt die kleine Fee von
einem Fuß auf den anderen und singt: »Warten … warten …
warten – das soll jetzt endlich starten!« Aber nichts passiert.
»Hmmm«, sagt Malou und weiß auch nicht so recht, was
falsch sein könnte. Es ist doch alles so, wie sie es mit Mama
zusammen sonst auch macht. Vielleicht noch ein paar Körner
mehr rein. Gut, das dürfte reichen. Nur passiert immer noch
nichts.
»Bist du sicher, dass das so geht?«, fragt Hoppipolla ungeduldig, und genau in dem Moment beginnt es zu ploppen.
»Oh, hör mal: Plopp, plopp, plopfff, komm lass mich aus dem
Topf … Unser Hoppipoppikorn spricht mit uns!«, ruft die Fee
und nimmt neugierig den Deckel hoch um nachzuschauen,
ob … huch!!! Plopp. Oh je!
»Stopp! Du musst den Deckel drauflassen!«, ruft Malou.
Plopp-plopp.
»Jetzt, wo’s losgeht? Quatsch!« Hoppipolla schwingt den
Zuckerstreuer. »Huuuiiii!!!« Sie kichert und gluckst vor Begeisterung denkt gar nicht daran, plopp, aufzuhören. Malou

Tanya Stewner and Marlene Jablonski (text)
Mila Marquis (illustrations)

Liliane Susewind –
Open Your Eyes, Little Goat!
Vol. 15
(978-3-7373-4281-0)
Hardcover
80 pp., 14.8 × 22.0 cm
Ages 6 +

Rights sold (series):
Finnish, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Turkish

FURTHER TITLES:

The little fairy Hoppipolla accidentally
got caught in a cereal box in Iceland and
ends up in the pantry of Malou’s family.
She is a little grumpy when Malou discovers her. But soon the two become best
friends. Hoppipolla supports Malou in
tricky situations and makes her feel much
more confident. When Malou wants to
have a dog their secret friendship is seriously put to the test. But a little bit of fairy
hüpfthelps
von der Fußbank
rennt, plopp-plopp, zum Tisch,
magic
withundthat.
plopp-plopp-plopp, wo sie die Schüssel fürs Popcorn vergessen hat, plopperdiplopperdiplopp.

der Deckel!« Ach
je!!!charming
Ein ganzes Meer
With»Hoppipolla,
lots ofbitte,humour
and
von warmem, weichem Popcorn springt aus dem Topf heraus,
characters,
Ilke
Prick
tells
aGemüsekorb,
story of how
fliegt durch die Luft, landet auf dem Boden, im
hüpft durch die Küche, hinter die Eckbank, ins Kräuterregal
easy– it
can
sometimes
be
to
overcome
in Hoppipollas weit geöffneten Mund. Ein Korn
fällt sogar
in die Lampenschale. Plöpp! Oje,
yourmitten
fears.
da wird Mama ganz schön schimpfen,
wenn sie das sieht.
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A Little Donkey
Makes it Big –
Vol. 1

A Guinea Pig
Doesn’t Like to
Be Alone – Vol. 2

A Lynx
Lets Loose –
Vol. 12

A Lamb in
Wolf’s Clothing –
Vol. 13

A Friend
for the Fox –
Vol. 14

(978-3-7373-5201-7)

(978-3-7373-5202-4)

(978-3-7373-4221-6)

(978-3-7373-4221-6)

(978-3-7373-4244-5)

ILLUSTRATOR
Ilke S. Prick is a
psychologist and freelance author. She has
published books for
young adults and satirical columns, comes
up with writing
workshops for children and adults, and is
a lecturer for Creative
Writing in Berlin.

© Luca Mader

AUTHOR

27

26

Lilli is on a movie set! A little goat has
a big role to play in the film. But unfortunately, the goat doesn’t feel so well: She
suddenly falls asleep, again and again.
Luckily, Lilli can talk with animals! Can
she find out what‘s wrong with the little
goat?

© private

16

Maja Bohn, born in
Rostock, has worked
as a bookseller and
in publishing before
graduating from the
Weißensee Academy
of Art in Berlin. She
works as an illustrator
and author of
children’s and school
books.
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Ilke S. Prick (text)
Maja Bohn (illustrations)

Hoppipolla –
The Fairy Who Tumbled Out
Of A Cereal Box
(978-3-7373-5861-3)
Hardcover
96 pp., 17.0 × 24.0 cm
Ages 6 +
All rights available

Jetzt hält Max ihn aber ganz fest.

Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction

New stories about
Frieder and Grandma
> Perfectly suited for beginning readers

19

New interactive series
for beginning readers

More than

1.2 Million

copies sold in
this series

> Longseller: first volume in the series published in 1984

> Short novels perfect for beginning readers

Die drei steigen in einen Wagen.

> With many colourful search images

Gerippe rasseln mit ihren Knochen.

Dann fährt die Geisterbahn los.
Aber das sind nur Puppen.

„Festhalten!“, ruft Emilia plötzlich.
> With a riddle to solve on each double page: the solution
can be found
within the text on the following page to maintain the reading flow

> With b/w illustrations by Catharina Westphal

22

5926_MJ_Geisterbahn.indd 22

16.09.21 13:57

A new collection of stories about Frieder
and his Grandma with her heart of
gold. No matter if Frieder pretends to be
Snow White, eats all gummy bears at
once, cuts off his hair, or decides to move
in with his nice teacher: These stories
will make little readers smile.
For almost forty years, the renowned
author Gudrun Mebs has been joyfully
inventing and narrating everyday stories
about little Frieder and his Grandma.
With humorous illustrations by Catharina
Westphal.

Gudrun Mebs (text)
Catharina Westphal (illustrations)

“Grandma” Shouts Frieder,
“I Like My Teacher Better!”
(978-3-7373-5894-1)
Hardcover
112 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 6 +

Emilia, Max, the snooping pig and an inventor-grandpa are the members of the Monster Hunter Club. No
monster, ghost or spectre can keep hidden from them! Humourous comic style illustrations make text
comprehension easier.

Rights sold (series):
Korean, Russian, Turkish, Ukrainian

Griselda Graus has inherited a ghost train – with real monsters!
They do not only annoy her but also the many passengers on the
ghost train. Luckily, the Monster Hunter Club is quickly on the
scene, armed with Monster Blower and Monster Mobile. With
the help of the reader, they have to solve quite a lot of riddles in
order to get rid of the monsters on the ghost train.

FURTHER TITLES:

AUTHOR

(978-3-7335-0214-0)

Grandma and
Frieder –
Shouting Again!
Vol. 2

Grandma and
Frieder – Here
They Go Again!
Vol. 3

“I’m Off to School!”
Shouts Frieder
and Grandma Tags
Along – Vol. 4

“Great!” Shouts
Frieder and
Grandma Giggles
Again – Vol. 5

(978-3-7335-0348-2)

(978-3-7335-0284-3)

(978-3-7335-0216-4)

(978-3-7335-0452-6)

In the second volume, the MHC (MonsterHuntingClub) takes
on a gang of cheeky ghosts. They are haunting Alb Castle
and depriving Count Gustav of his sleep. With lots of courage
and detective skills, the Monster Hunters chase through the
secret corridors of the castle and are close on the spooky bullies’
heels. But it gets tricky because the little rascals are cunning …

ILLUSTRATOR
THiLO explored
Africa, Asia and
Middle America
before he settled in
Mainz with his wife
and four children.
Nowadays he is
not only writing
novels but also
popular children’s
television shows
in Germany.

© private

“Grandma!”
Shouts Frieder
Vol. 1

© Milena Paulovics

18

Alexander
von Knorre is
a graphic
designer and
works as a freelance illustrator for children’s books
and comics. He
lives with his
family in Weimar, Germany.

THiLO (text)
A. v. Knorre (illustrations)

THiLO (text)
A. v. Knorre (illustrations)

(978-3-7373-5926-9)
Hardcover
48 pp., 14.8 × 22.0 cm
Ages 6 +

(978-3-7373-5925-2)
Hardcover
48 pp., 14.8 × 22.0 cm
Ages 6 +

All rights available
English synopsis available

All rights available

The Monster Hunter
Club – The Ghost
Train of Bad Murks
Vol. 1

The Monster Hunter
Club – The Haunting
of Alb Castle
Vol. 2

Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction
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Series for first readers

An Unlikely
Rescue Team

> Books for first and second grades
> More than 60 titles available in the series

> A tumultuous adventure
full of imaginative ideas
> Family story

> Reading puzzles ensure reading comprehension
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> With b/w illustrations by Tine Schulz

Luise Holthausen (text)
Karin Lindermann
(illustrations)

Luise Holthausen (text)
Iris Hardt (illustrations)

Best
Friends Ever!

The Bee Saviours

(978-3-7373-3492-1)
Hardcover
48 pp., 14.8 × 22.0 cm
First Grade
Ages 6 +

Suna is supposed to draw a picture of her best friend for school.
But does she actually have one? Even a sort of casting does
not make things clearer for her. Only when Henri steals Suna’s
favourite cap, Marie, Fatima, and Nora are immediately at her
side to help. Suddenly, Suna realizes that she does not only have
one best friend – but three!

To Finn’s big amazement, a brightly green
fluffy monster suddenly appears in his
room. It is called Anton, always very
hungry, and answers any questions with
words like argh!, away! or alright! The
next day, however, he uses boring!, bold!,
or bother …
Finn slowly realizes that Anton used to be
an ordinary toy, and that he has run away
from the wicked toy seller Willecke, who,
with the help of a machine, brings dolls
and action figures to life and trains them
to become thieves. Clearly, Willecke has
to be stopped. But for that, Finn and Anton
also need the help of Finn’s father, a very
eager but slightly chaotic inventor, whose
head seems to be in the clouds all day
long.
Will the unlikely trio manage to outsmart
Willecke and his monstrous machine?

(978-3-7373-3475-4)
Hardcover
64 pp., 14.8 × 22.0 cm
Second Grade
Ages 7 +

Bees Day at Daria’s! Frieda and Mario are allowed to watch when
Daria’s mom is checking the beehives. The bee colonies are
doing perfectly well! Just a few roads down it’s a totally different
picture though. A big meadow has been destroyed when a new
road was built, and now the bees cannot find enough nectar
to survive. Without hesitation, the three friends decide to save
the beehive and give it a new home in Daria’s garden.

A tumultuous adventure full of
imaginative ideas, with funny and cheeky
illustrations by Tine Schulz.

FURTHER TITLES:

Manfred Mai / Martin Lenz (text)
Betina Gotzen-Beek (illustrations)

Sabine Stehr (text)
Stefanie Reich (illustrations)

THiLO (text)
Almud Kunert (illustrations)

Luise Holthausen (text)
Iris Hardt (illustrations)

(978-3-7373-3218-7)
First Grade

(978-3-7373-3274-3)
First Grade

(978-3-7373-3281-1)
Second Grade

(978-3-7373-3457-0)
Second Grade

Rights sold: Turkish

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available

A Mysterious Map

The Pet Hotel

A Unicorn in Danger

The Tree Saviours

ILLUSTRATOR
Luise Holthausen, born
1959, used to work in
a bank before discovering the world of
children‘s books. These
days she lives and works
as a freelance writer in
Bochum. In 2014 she
received the Preuschhof
Prize for the best new
publication for first
readers.

© Marlen Mauermann

AUTHOR

© private

20

Tine Schulz has
studied Communication Design and
Illustration and
works as graphic
designer and
illustrator. She lives
in Rostock.

Luise Holthausen (text)
Tine Schulz (illustrations)

Finn and the
Monstrous Backwards
Machine
(978-3-7373-5880-4)
Hardcover
144 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +
All rights available
English synopsis available

22

Children’s fiction

23

Children’s fiction

Final
volume in the
series out in
Autumn
2022

Volume 2 in the series
for girls aged 8 +

Magical series
for girls aged 8+

> With many b/w comic style illustrations

> The series’ success continues:
more than 75,000 copies sold in Germany

> Topics: environment, animal rights, summer holiday adventure
> Volume 3 will be published in Autumn 2022

> Friendship / adventure stories with a dash of magic
Tilda and Anni are travelling to the
countryside for a short vacation: to a small
cabin in the woods. Even dachshund
Flea comes along! The best thing is that
their new friend Lilian lives close by on a
farm. When they arrive the preparations
for a big farm party are in full swing. But
suddenly, the laughing flower disappears
which was supposed to bring fun to the
party. The girls have their suspicions: a
group of boys from the village might be
the culprits. Tilda, Anni, and Lilian have
their hands full trying to find the magical
plant again and to save the party. But
beware, the secret of the magical flowers
must not be revealed!

Tabea and her friend Einstein are already
great at transforming into superheroes.
Now they only have to learn what makes
their fluffy hen Mafalda pick … um… tick.
Despite the successful chicken rescue,
Mafalda does not seem happy at all. Is
she sick?! Tabea and Einstein really don’t
know. And if that wasn’t enough, bully
Luis appears and makes their life miserable. Fortunately, there are new friends
in sight! And they have really cool superhero powers!
Volume 2 of the super funny series for
everyday heroes with many modern b/w
illustrations by newcomer Phine Wolff.

Another adventure in the magical series
for girls aged 8 +.

FURTHER TITLE:

ILLUSTRATOR
Mara Andeck studied
Journalism and
Biology in Dortmund
and spent many years
as a science journalist
before she, very successfully, started to
write novels. Just like
Tschakka, she saves
homeless animals –
from lonely turtle to
cute dormouse.

© Natascha Lawiszus

© Tomas Rodriguez

AUTHOR

Phine Wolff studied
Communication
Design, majoring in
Illustration and Animation, in Potsdam.
She is wholeheartedly
committed to telling
stories in pictures and
loves bringing children’s book characters
like Tschakka to life.

Mara Andeck (text)
Phine Wolff (illustrations)

Tschakka!
Friends in Sight
Vol. 2
(978-3-7373-4247-6)
Hardcover
176 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +
All rights available

Mara Andeck (text)
P. Wolff (illustrations)

Nelly Möhle (text)
Eva Schöffmann-Davidov
(cover illustration and vignettes)

Tschakka!
Hen Ahead
Vol. 1

The Enchanted Garden –
Miracles Bloom Brightly
Vol. 5

(978-3-7373-4246-9)
Hardcover
176 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

(978-3-7373-4258-2)
Hardcover
224 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

English synopsis
available

Rights sold (series):
Czech, Danish, Indonesian, Russian

FURTHER TITLES:
Nelly Möhle (text)

The Enchanted
Garden –
Secrets Are Blue
Vol. 1
(978-3-7373-4142-4)
Hardcover
224 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +
English sample
translation available

Nelly Möhle (text)

The Enchanted
Garden –
Surprises
are Fluffy
Vol. 3
(978-3-7373-4189-9)
Hardcover
240 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

Nelly Möhle (text)

The Enchanted
Garden –
Friendship Means
Happiness
Vol. 4
(978-3-7373-4222-3)
Hardcover
224 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction

Volumes
5 and 6 in the
popular series

Here comes Lukas, a true hero –
but nobody can know about that!

25

> Fast-paced and funny adventure for readers aged 9 +
> Interspersed with many b/w illustrations by Reto Klindt

> Easy to read, age appropriate concept

> Volume 2 will be published in Autumn 2022

> Two new popular topics: UFOs and dinosaurs
> With many b/w illustrations by Timo Grubing
> Volumes 7 and 8 will be published in Autumn 2022

Ulf Blanck (text)
Timo Grubing
(illustrations)

Ulf Blanck (text)
Timo Grubing
(illustrations)

(978-3-7373-4283-4)
Hardcover
144 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8

(978-3-7373-4284-1)
Hardcover
144 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

Rights sold (series):
Danish, French

Rights sold (series):
Danish, French

Rick Nautilus –
An UFO
Lost at Sea
Vol. 5

Rick, Ava, and Emilio discover strange pieces of wreckage on the
water. Where do they come from? Without hesitation, the friends
take a dive down with the Nautilus. At the bottom of the ocean,
they happen across a shimmering object: an UFO! And the alien
creatures in there are in urgent need of help. Of course, the three
adventurers get started right away. But soon they are in danger
themselves …

Oh no! Lukas and his entire family are put
into the witness protection programme
because Lukas found out about a gang of
criminals and told the police. What does
that mean? Well, it means: a big mess!
New names, moving to a place at the end
of the world, and, most importantly, the
directive: DO NOT ATTRACT ATTENTION! How is that supposed to work?!
After all, Lukas is famous for his pranks –
and on top of that, he is a hero now!
When he is seated next to the cool Elena
at his new school and she thinks he is a
dorky nerd, Lukas has had enough: Undercover or not, he cannot let her think that.
And so chaos is sure to follow …

Rick Nautilus –
Dinosaurs
in the Ice
Vol. 6

In the Antarctic Ocean, Rick, Ava, and Emilio suddenly spot an
iceberg! A secret passage deep under the surface of the water
leads them right into the middle of it. There, they make an
incredible discovery: Dinosaurs live there! But there are more
adventures waiting for the three kids. And soon a dangerous
race against time begins …

A fast-paced crime comedy about a likeable hero undercover – funny and quirky,
filled with action, thrills, and great laughs!

AUTHOR

S.O.S. from
the Deep
Vol. 1

Trapped on
Iron Island
Vol. 2

(978-3-7373-4234-6)
Hardcover
144 pp.,
14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

(978-3-7373-4235-3)
Hardcover
144 pp.,
14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

English synopsis available

Alarm in
the Dolphin
Lagoon
Vol. 3
(978-3-7373-4236-0)
Hardcover
144 pp.,
14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

Ghost Ship
at the
Bottom
of the Sea
Vol. 4
(978-3-7373-4237-7)
Hardcover
144 pp.,
14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 8 +

ILLUSTRATOR
Stephan Knösel works
as a freelance screenwriter and has received
many awards for his
writing. He received a
scholarship for his novel
“Real Cowboys” in 2011,
and his second book for
young adults, “Jackpot”,
was nominated for the
German Youth Literature Award in 2013.

© Reto Klindt

FURTHER TITLES:

© Christian Meckel
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Reto Klindt works as
a freelance illustrator
and communication
designer. In his portfolio you will find
character designs as
well as illustrations &
graphics for books for
children and young
adults, comics, card
games, CDs, games ...
and much more.

Stephan Knösel (text)
Reto Klindt (illustrations)

Lukas Undercover –
How to Mess Up Everything
and Still Win
Vol. 1
(978-3-7373-4241-4)
Hardcover
192 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 9 +
All rights available
English synopsis available
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Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction

Wild adventures
and romantic moments

Country air?
No, thank you!

> “Warrior Cats” meets “Ostwind” in a dramatic story
about horses, friendship and freedom
> The captivating start of a series:
Volume 2 will be published in Autumn 2022

> Current topics of activism and
leaving city life behind
> Volume 2 will be published in Autumn 2022

Alba is a race horse. The snow-white
mare with the cinnamon-brown eyes is
one of the fastest horses there is – almost
as fast as the proud stallion Nightwind
whom Alba secretly admires, even though
he does not talk to anyone. When Alba
is brought to the same racing stable as
Nightwind, to train even harder, she is full
of confidence at first. But terrible things
are happening in that stable. In greatest
distress, Alba decides to flee. All alone,
she sets off into the unknown – until she
happens on a herd of wild horses on
the open fields. There, great dangers,
unbelievable discoveries and new friendships await Alba – and a reunion with
Nightwind.

Thirteen-year-old Fiona has to move to
the countryside – to a small town in the
middle of nowhere! Just because her
mother has a crush on the woolly-hatwearing eco-hipster Phil and wants to
“wind down” in the vegetable patch. For
Fiona, this means: No more rallies with
her best friend Charly! Is she supposed
to see Charly during school holidays
only? No way! On Instagram, both of
them start posting selfies of Fiona in
front of deserted village roads and dunghills. But while Charly is organising a
campaign to “Free Fiona!”, Fiona finds
new friends in the village and starts
enjoying the summer days at the lake.
When Charly’s rally arrives in the countryside, the moment of truth has come.
Does Fiona have to make a choice?

A perfect mix of horse adventure and
fantasy – and the quest for one‘s right place
in the world.

AUTHOR

AUTHOR

Helen Martins

Wild Horses –
Alba and the Call
of Freedom
Vol. 1
(978-3-7373-4271-1)
Hardcover
256 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +
All rights available

Silke Antelmann
Silke Antelmann was born in Brühl in 1972. She liked fizzy
candy, was in love with Jens and David, and talked about that
with her friend Daniela. After graduation, she spent half a year
in Ireland and afterwards studied Graphic Design. Eventually,
she asked herself: What about writing? Since then, she has been
writing children’s books and working as a freelance graphic
designer in Düsseldorf.

© Lars Monshausen

Helen Martins is the pseudonym of Annette Weber, who has
worked as a teacher for more than 20 years before dedicating
herself entirely to writing. More than 300,000 copies were sold
in her series about a horse boarding school, which makes her
one of the most successful German authors of books about horses.
She lives with her family near Paderborn.

© private

An original book for girls, super funny,
heartfelt, and with a fresh narrative voice!

My Small-Town Life –
Everything Stinks
Without You
Vol. 1
(978-3-7373-4279-7)
Hardcover
240 pp., 12.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +
All rights available
English synopsis available
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Children’s fiction

Children’s fiction

Captivating, thrilling,
breath-taking – Lucy Longfinger’s
biggest challenge

Tempo, humour, and
imaginative action: the second
adventure of Victor Flec!

> Volume 3 and the finale of the action-packed crime series

> A cool ghost-gangster-adventure –
now with quirky animals
> Action-packed and full of humour

> An extraordinary heroine
> Full of action, deception and surprising turns

29

Lucy Longfinger, probably the most
talented thief in California, does not
know that her life is in danger: the
crazy criminal Crick wants to get hold
of the TransLife at all costs – an invention that gives the owner eternal life and
unlimited power. Crick is certain that
Lucy has hidden the TransLife in the
Longfinger mansion. To force Lucy to
give it to him, Crick kidnaps Lucy‘s best
friend Toni Morelli. And Lucy risks
everything to save Toni.

Victor Flec knows everything about human
ghosts. After all, he has already lived
through a dangerous adventure with the
genuine ghost boy Nemo. But suddenly
animal ghosts appear everywhere! Are
the magnifier-cow and the chequered
gigantosaurus really so harmless? Just to
be safe, the animals are being monitored
in a heavily guarded base camp. But soon
Victor and his friend Ciel realize that
something is very wrong.
A spine-tingling adventure begins!

FURTHER TITLE:
Anja Habschick

Angela Kirchner

Lucy Longfinger –
Simply Unbelievable!
Deadly Deception
Vol. 3

Victor Flec –
A Chase
Through the
City of Ghosts
Vol. 1

(978-3-7373-4282-7)
Hardcover
272 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +

(978-3-7373-4213-1)
Hardcover
336 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +

All rights available

English synopsis
available

FURTHER TITLES:
Anja Habschick is an
architect and lives in a
town north of Cologne
with her family. She
loves children’s books
and has always been
determined to write
one herself. The ”Lucy
Longfinger“ books are
her first novels. And if
Lucy does not steal her
laptop, there will be more.

Angela Kirchner

Lucy Longfinger – Simply
Unbelievable!
A Baddie
Birthday
Vol. 1

Lucy Longfinger – Simply
Unbelievable!
Destructive
Discovery
Vol. 2

(978-3-7373-4240-7)
Hardcover
272 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +

(978-3-7373-4243-8)
Hardcover
272 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +

Angela Kirchner, born 1982, used to be a bookseller and
nowadays works as an author and copywriter. She has already
published two novels for young adults. The ”Victor Flec“ books
are her first children‘s books. She lives with her family in
Southeast Germany.
© Wundertollfotografie

© private

AUTHOR

Victor Flec –
Following The Ghost Animals
Vol. 2
(978-3-7373-4214-8)
Hardcover
320 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +
All rights available
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Young adult fiction

“Anyone who does not yet know these feelgood books should catch up on them quickly!”
Favola
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“This series has everything you
need to feel good and get lost in!”
Samy86

Follow Kathrin Tordasi into a
world in which magical secrets
could be hidden behind every
blackberry bush!

Many have been lost after
entering the Nightshade Forest.
But Finn has no other option
but to go there.

“Cinnamon” returns!
The bestseller gets a second series

> A fantastical adventure for the entire
family
> Vol. 2 will be published in autumn 2022

> For fans of Cornelia Funke

> The long-awaited second series of the
bestselling “Cinnamon” trilogy
> A new independent adventure
narrated over three volumes, for fans
and newcomers alike

> Atmospheric and extremely exciting

At a moment’s notice, Vicky’s life is turned
upside down. She and her boyfriend
Konstantin have the unique gift to move
between parallel worlds. The prime
directive: Do not attract attention! But
how is that supposed to work when their
doppelgangers let themselves be caught
while secretly kissing? Or when parallelworld-grandma almost burns down the
kitchen of mum’s Bed & Breakfast? While
Vicky and Konstantin are still trying to
gain control of the magical chaos, their
love is put to the test. Someone sets up
a mean trap for them and soon their trips
to the parallel worlds are anything but
enjoyable.
The smell of cinnamon buns, parallel
worlds, and an exciting chase – a new
adventure for Vicky and Konstantin, the
sweetest couple in young adult
books’ history, begins!

More than

185,000

copies sold in
this series

FURTHER TITLE:

Dagmar Bach

Sometimes a fox is more than a fox. When Ben and Portia meet
each other for the first time in the old bookshop in Conwy, they
do not know that they will experience the biggest adventure
of their lives together. Neither do they notice the red-headed
man who is hiding behind a stack of books and whose shadow
takes the shape of a fox: Robin Goodfellow. Cunningly, the
shapeshifter tricks the children into opening a magical door
for him. Nobody opens the portal to the Otherworld and goes
unpunished though …

Since his sister Hannah disappeared in the Nightshade Forest,
Finn follows the rule to never enter the forest after sunset. Any
path you just cleared will be overgrown again within hours. More
importantly, the Moonwalker, a figure shrouded in legends, is
lurking there at night. However, when Finn discovers a trail that
could lead him to Hannah, he throws all caution to the wind –
and follows it. In the heart of the Nightshade Forest, Finn makes
a discovery that is much bigger than the secret surrounding his
sister’s disappearance …

AUTHOR

Kathrin Tordasi

(978-3-7373-4047-2)
Hardcover
320 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 12 +
Rights sold:
Dutch, Italian, Polish
English sample
translation available

AUTHOR

Kathrin Tordasi

Blackberry Fox –
The Secret of
Worldsend

Nightshade Forest –
The Trail of the
Moonwalker

(978-3-7373-5693-0)
Hardcover
384 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +

(978-3-7373-5812-5)
Hardcover
368 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 10 +

Rights sold:
English (world), Romanian

Rights sold:
Russian

English sample
translation available

English sample
translation available

© Hermann Köpf

© Lotte Ostermann

Kathrin Tordasi was born near Stuttgart and grew up with books by Astrid
Lindgren, Michael Ende and Kenneth
Grahame. Nowadays she lives in Berlin
and prefers writing in cafés and spending free time either by the sea or
on her green urban jungle balcony.

Cinnamon Leaps
Vol. 1

Dagmar Bach
Dagmar Bach, born 1978, has always been convinced that there
is more than one universe. Sometimes things happen to her that
are so strange that they must have been caused by one of her
parallel selves. In one of those worlds she used to be an interior
architect who could not keep from writing bits and pieces of
stories on almost everything she could get hold of. Today, she is
happy to have found her home in the universe of writing and to
be able to focus on her passion of telling stories alone. Dagmar
Bach lives in Munich with her family.

Cinnamon –
Love at First Jump
Vol. 1
(978-3-7373-4275-9)
Hardcover
368 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 12 +
All rights available
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Young adult fiction

Top
Title!

The new fantastic
novel by Kerstin Gier
> Realistic-magical setting

> Full of humour, with a heart-warming love story
> By the bestselling author of the Ruby Red and
the Silver trilogy
> More than 200,000 copies sold since publication date in October 2021
> Vol. 2 will be published in autumn 2022

Young adult fiction

33

The fantastic beginning
of a new trilogy – “Signs-of-Magic”

On the night of his best friend’s seventeenth birthday, Quinn von Arensburg
gets drawn into a wild chase over walls
and roofs, with creatures that shouldn’t
even exist in the first place. The chase
ends with a car knocking Quinn down,
causing life-threatening injuries.

> For readers who love turbulent fantasy

Surviving the accident is bordering on
the miraculous, but doctors tell Quinn
it will take months of therapy and heaps
of patience before he can walk again,
and resume his old life.

> A magical adventure told from
two perspectives
> Vol. 2 will be published in autumn 2022

Moreover, Quinn is now troubled by the
strange things he’s been seeing and hearing: flickering lights, voices, statues coming to life, or implausible doors. Afraid
he’ll be declared mad, Quinn doesn’t tell
anyone, least of all his worried parents.
And that’s where Mathilda Martin comes
in. She has secretly harboured a crush on
Quinn for ages, and is now ready to help
him get around in his wheelchair when
Quinn’s mother asks her to.
Quinn quickly discovers that there is more
to Mathilda than he thought; and so they
embark together on a journey to discover a
whole new world full of magic,
adventure and danger …
More than

1.3 million

copies sold in
this series

FURTHER TITLE:

In the densely overgrown Gwyndir Forest,
the traditional jade fox hunt is about to
begin. Matilda Godwins is determined to
win that tournament of the superrich so
she can pay the debts that weigh heavily
her family’s estate. Together with Albert
Stubbs, whose magic powers at first seem
to be more illusion than reality, and Botzki,
the former caretaker of the Godwins’
estate, she faces the hunters, trappers, and
magicians of the other teams and goes
on the hunt for the jade-green fox. But
members of a powerful elite are not very
keen to see Matilda win the tournament.
And that is how the hunt for the jade fox
turns into an adventure full of thrills and
suspense …
The new series by Mikkel Robrahn, author
of “Hidden Worlds”.

Kerstin
Gier

Silver –
The First
Book of
Dreams
Vol. 1

FURTHER TITLE:
Mikkel Robrahn

Hidden
Worlds –
Compass
in the Fog
Vol. 1

(978-3-8414-2105-0)
Hardcover
416 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 14 +
Rights sold (trilogy): Czech, Dutch, English
(world), Estonian, Finnish, French, Greek,
Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian,
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, Spanish
(world), Turkish, Ukrainian

(978-3-7335-5000-4)
Softcover
352 pp., 13.5 × 21.5 cm
Ages 14 +
All rights available

English translation available

AUTHOR

(978-3-949465-00-0)
Hardcover
480 pp., 14.0 × 21.5 cm
Ages 14 +
Rights sold: Catalan, Czech, Finnish,
Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Russian, Slovak,
Spanish (world), Ukrainian
English sample translation available

Mikkel Robrahn
Mikkel Robrahn, born 1991, has been working in the gaming
industry for many years. Only occupying himself with video
games is too boring for him though, so he also writes books and
tries to convince his pug Oskar to go for daily walks. The thing
with the books works out really well for him, but a pug like his can
be really stubborn.

© Philip Tappert

Kerstin Gier, born in 1966, published her first book as a more or
less unemployed postgraduate pedagogue. With huge success:
Her adult titles have reached cult status and can be found on all
top ranking lists just as her books for young people, which have
all become bestsellers. The author lives with her family and two
cats in the vicinity of Cologne.

© Gaby Gerster

AUTHOR

Kerstin Gier

Forget-Me-Not –
What Can’t Be Seen by Daylight
Vol. 1

Signs of Magic –
The Hunt for the Jade Fox
Vol. 1
(978-3-7335-5024-0)
Softcover
400 pp., 13.5 × 21.5 cm
Ages 14 +
All rights available
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Young adult fiction

Non-fiction

“Do you know those books? That make the hair at the
back of your neck stand on end, the ones
you think about even after you have
already closed the book? Those
books you cannot put down?
The ones you rush through the
pages to finally know how
terrible things are going to
get? “Searching Lucy” by
Christina Stein is exactly
such a book!!!”

OHN E HILF SMIT TEL
ORIENT IERUNG die
Spur!

Perfectly
equipped for
adventure

When the longawaited dream vacation
turns into a horror trip
> Christina Stein has a unique way of exploring
the darkest recesses of human souls
> With the suspense steadily increasing until
the exciting showdown
> For fans of Ursula Poznanski and Karen
McManus
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> Modern look, handy format
for taking it anywhere: The perfect nature guide for children
> With a long chapter on identifying animals and plants

Juliane of ›Daisy Buch Reise‹
about “Searching Lucy”

> Many pictures and illustrations

On the Scottish West Highland Way,
Kim meets the irritatingly attractive but
mysterious Sky, whom she feels drawn
to – even though she is traveling with her
steady boyfriend Jon. The further Kim
hikes, the creepier the encounters with Sky
get. The gloom of the trip is intensified
by mysterious WhatsApp messages Kim
receives from her best friend Emma.
Are they warnings? Calls for help? Emma
cannot be reached. And then Kim finds
a body in an all too familiar dress.

With this book, outdoor kids are perfectly
equipped for their trip into the wilderness.
Which knots should I know? Where can
I sleep if I don’t have a tent with me? And
how do I light a fire under the open sky?
Here you find answers to all important
questions on equipment, orientation,
weather, and the identification of plants
and animals.

Christina Stein has written yet another
extremely suspenseful novel: breathless,
atmospheric and emotional.

FURTHER TITLE:
FURTHER TITLE:

Andrea Schwendemann

1000 Meter

Christina Stein

KLOPAPIER

und 4 Gläser voller

Searching
Lucy

OHRENSCHMALZ
Das Buch
der sensationellen
Rekorde
und Fakten

(978-3-7373-5712-8)
Softcover
288 pp., 13.5 × 21.5 cm
Ages 14 +
All rights available

A. Schwendemann (text)
U. Bettzieche (illustra.)

1000 Metres
of Toilet Paper
and 4 Glasses
of Earwax –
The Book of
Sensational
Records
(978-3-7373-7175-9)
Hardcover
56 pp., 19.5 × 24.8 cm
Ages 8 +

English synopsis
available

All rights available

AUTHOR

Christina Stein
Christina Stein, born 1978 in Bonn, studied Archaeology
and received multiple awards for her literary work. She lives
close to Mainz.

Three-Quarters Dead
(978-3-7373-5914-6)
Softcover
288 pp., 13.5 × 21.5 cm
Ages 14 +

© private

© private

All rights available
English synopsis available

ILLUSTRATOR
Andrea Schwendemann is a freelance
author, creating media
for children and
adults. She writes
for magazines, newspapers, and online
portals (e.g. GEO
Saison, National Geographic and Spiegel).

© private

AUTHOR

Ilonka Baberg studied
Design, completing
her studies in 2017.
Since then, she has
been working as a
freelance illustrator
near Münster. She
spends most of her
free time going for
long walks and hiking
in beautiful nature.

Andrea Schwendemann (text)
Ilonka Baberg (illustrations)

The Outdoor
Explorer Handbook
(978-3-7373-5918-4)
Softcover
128 pp., 13.4 × 19.0 cm
Ages 8 +
All rights available
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